LIPID RAFTS AND AMYLOID METABOLISM: ROLE IN PATHOGENESIS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE
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Brain lipids play an important role not only as ubiquitous structural membrane components providing the scaffolding and compartmentalisation outside and within the cells but also participating in various signalling processes either by facilitating them or by acting as signal molecules. Membrane lipids form highly specialised domains, called lipid rafts, which are more ordered structures than the rest of the membrane and are enriched in cholesterol and sphingolipids. These domains provide a platform for specific and targeted protein-lipid and protein-protein interactions and as such facilitate binding and/or enzymatic processes on the surface and within the membranes. These lipid-protein interactions are important for various signalling events and proper cell functioning. When normal structure and functions of lipid rafts is disturbed due to the changes in lipid metabolism, caused by various internal and environmental factors, it results in a cascade of pathological events. Among proteins whose metabolic pathways depend on the lipid raft structure and integrity is amyloid precursor protein (APP) — the protein highly implicated in the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Proteolytic processing of APP by a aspartic proteinase called β-secretase (BACE1) and a multiprotein complex called γ-secretase results in production of the amyloid β peptide (Aβ) - one of the key molecules leading to development of AD. These events take place in the lipid rafts. Some lipid components of the rafts, including ganglioside GM1, facilitate Aβ aggregation and formation of its toxic oligomers. Understanding the mechanisms regulating lipid-protein interactions in the rafts might result in new therapeutic strategies and treatments. In this review we discuss the implications of lipids in APP processing and Aβ metabolism and possible therapeutic avenues derived from studying lipid raft structure and functions in normal and AD brain.
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The amyloid cascade hypothesis of Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [1] has, since its formulation, shaped the course of research into the molecular mechanisms of the disease during almost three decades accumulating a substantial amount of data which, unfortunately, has failed to result in the design of any effective treatment. Although the hypothesis has proven itself correct based on the genetic early-onset forms of the disease [2], the late-onset forms of AD appears to be multifaceted and more difficult to tackle [3].

From the clinical point of view, the disease is characterised by global cognitive decline, associated with brain pathology involving accumulation of extracellular amyloid aggregates...
(also known as senile plaques) of amyloid \( \beta \) peptide (A\( \beta \)) and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles of hyper-phosphorylated tau protein (for review see [4]). According to the amyloid cascade hypothesis, it is the A\( \beta \) which is principally responsible for many of the pathological features of the disease [1, 5] with A\( \beta \) oligomers representing the most toxic species [6, 7]. Accumulation of amyloid plaques is accompanied by astrogliosis and microgliosis [8, 9] and the most affected brain areas are the neocortex and hippocampus [10]. Although there are strong genetic links, including amyloid precursor protein (APP) and presenilin mutations in familiar early-onset form on AD [11], the majority of AD cases are sporadic, late-onset forms [12]. From this point of view the predominance of AD research based on the mechanisms of early-onset disease versus the broader spectrum of the factors leading to the sporadic form might be one of the reasons for the failure of the majority of therapeutic trials and lack of any preventive measures 20 years since the amyloid hypothesis has been proposed.

One of the important cellular events underlying production of the A\( \beta \) peptide is proteolytic processing of APP initiated by its cleavage by \( \beta \)-secretase (BACE1) (for the most recent review see [13]) with the subsequent cleavage of the formed membrane-bound C-terminal APP fragment by a protein complex called \( \gamma \)-secretase [14]. This process, called the amyloidogenic APP pathway, is believed to take place in a specific membrane compartment – the lipid rafts [15, 16]. Only about 10% of all APP is cleaved by this pathway and the major part of APP molecules is processed in the non-raft compartments of cellular membranes starting with APP cleavage by a proteinase from the ADAM family called \( \alpha \)-secretase [17]. To understand how APP is targeted to the lipid rafts for its amyloidogenic processing and how lipid composition of the rafts can affect A\( \beta \) production is very important for understanding not only the physiological significance of the whole cellular machinery of amyloidogenic APP processing in neuronal cells but also how and why it leads to pathogenic events underlying development of AD.

This review is mainly focused on the links between lipid rafts and AD pathology not only because AD-related amyloid precursor protein and production of A\( \beta \) peptide depends on the lipid rafts but also because A\( \beta \) signalling itself involves interactions of proteins resident to lipid rafts. Since we published an extensive review on this topic in 2012 [18] there have been important developments in this area of research which we shall cover in this paper. One of the aspects of the studies is related to modulation of lipid rafts with the aim to halt amyloidogenic processing of APP and A\( \beta \) production which still failed to translate into any successful drug [19]. While statin treatment is still considered beneficial [20], there are some meta-analysis studies raising concerns on their effectiveness [21]. In assessing the literature data it is important to bear in mind that the pathology and aetiology of AD is complex and the involvement of lipids in its pathogenesis has to be analysed in a more generic way, taking into account various aspects of lipid metabolism and its changes with ageing and under pathological conditions predisposing to AD.

**LIPID RAFT COMPOSITION AND PROPERTIES**

With more than 20 years since the concept of the proteolytic shedding of integral membrane proteins such as APP [22] and the establishment of the “lipid raft” concept by Simons and Ikonen [23], research of these membrane-clustering compartments has attracted significant amount of efforts as extensively reviewed in [18, 24–26]. Despite the initial controversy regarding lipid raft size and precise protein and lipid composition due to the methodologies used for their isolation and analysis, it is now clear that cholesterol, sphingolipids and glycolipids represent the central components defining the structural and functional properties of the lipid rafts [25]. The lipid raft model postulates that lipids and proteins in the cellular membranes are segregated in different phases: liquid ordered (Lo) and disordered (Ld) phases. While cholesterol and sphingolipids are promoting Lo, non-satu-
rated phospholipids maintain the Ld phases. This allows certain proteins to cluster together in the Lo phase to fulfil their functions [27].

Caveolae were the first described type of organised cholesterol-enriched microdomains which contained oligomerized caveolin protein whose composition was determined in the early 1990’s [28]. However, apart from cholesterol being the major determinant of the caveolae integrity, the role of other lipids in these domains is still unknown. While the concept of lipid rafts has been developed from lipid-enriched microdomains [29] and detergent-resistant membranes (DRMs) [30] to the currently established cholesterol-sphingomyelin rafts with the Lo phase and the Ld non-raft regions of cellular membranes, a third type of microdomains termed ceramide-rich platforms (CRPs) with a gel-like structure has also been identified [31]. It is also important to mention other cholesterol and ganglioside enriched membrane domains, which share some similarity but are physically and functionally distinct from the lipid rafts, the tetraspanin-enriched microdomains (TEMs). They represent functional platforms for the regulation of key cellular processes such as release of surface protein ectodomains (“shedding”) or regulated intramembrane proteolysis (“RIP-ping”) [32] and are involved in a whole range of cellular processes, from cell division and motility to gene regulation and signalling pathways [33], as well as dendritic spine maturation [34].

In relation to AD, another intracellular lipid raft-like structure involved in cholesterol and phospholipid lipid metabolism, calcium homeostasis and mitochondrial function, so-called mitochondria-associated ER membranes (MAM), are of particular significance [35]. They contain PS1 and PS2 with γ-secretase activity and process APP generating Aβ [36]. MAM and their communication with the mitochondria are important for phospholipid metabolism and transport which are altered in AD [37].

One of the important roles of lipid rafts is synaptic vesicle release [38] although more recently they have been shown to participate in intracellular lipid and protein trafficking from the endoplasmic reticulum, Golgi bodies and endosomes to the plasma membrane and production of extracellular vesicles (EVs) [39]. These nanovesicles (30–150 nm) contain proteins, RNAs and lipids, and their internalization by neighbouring cells can change their normal functions [40]. Lipid rafts may also represent the platforms for inclusion/exclusion of membrane lipids and proteins into microvesicles (MVs) which could originate from distinct domains during physiological processes and disease evolution [41].

Among the best characterised raft proteins are lipid-modified proteins, such as GPI-anchored proteins [42, 43], doubly acylated proteins, such as Src family kinases and the α subunits of heterotrimeric G proteins [44]. The 31 kDa integral membrane protein stomatin and GPI-anchored proteins were shown to be linked through lipid rafts and undergo the same cell-sorting events [45]. Another lipid raft marker, flotillin, can function as a molecular link between lipid rafts and a multimeric signaling complex at the actin cytoskeleton [46]. The flotillins are palmitoylated and myristoylated proteins, anchored to the plasma membrane [47]. They belong to a larger class of integral membrane proteins that have an evolutionarily conserved domain called the prohibitin homology domain (PHB) which determines the affinity of proteins to the lipid rafts [48].

Many other physiologically important proteins have been investigated for their possible raft localisations, including key proteins involved in AD pathogenesis, such as APP [49] and its processing enzymes; β-site APP cleaving enzyme (BACE1) [15, 50], the γ-secretase complex [51, 52] and ADAM10 – a disentegrin and metalloprotease possessing α-secretase activity [53]. Another member of the ADAMs family — the tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF) converting enzyme (TACE, ADAM17) responsible for the cleavage of several biologically active transmembrane proteins, including α-secretase cleavage of APP, was also shown to be targeted to lipid rafts [54]. The prion protein (PrP) conversion to its infectious form (PrPSc) takes place in the lipid rafts [55].
Lipid rafts serve as a signaling platform for nicotinic acetylcholine receptors [56] and functioning of α7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor depends on the lipid composition of the plasma membrane [57]. Moreover, it was shown that soluble form of Aβ peptide potentiates the activity of the presynaptic α7 nicotinic acetylcholine receptor and this event depends on the lipid raft integrity [58]. It has also been demonstrated that acetylcholinesterase (AChE) is targeted to lipid rafts [59] and in neurones this involved the proline rich membrane anchor (PRiMA) [60].

Lipid rafts play a critical role in viral infections facilitating virus entry, replication, assembly and budding [61]. Raft components are involved in cholera toxin entry via GM1 ganglioside [62]. The human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) entry into the cells also requires GM1 and gp120 protein localised in the lipid rafts [63]. The entry of severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) to the cells via its receptor angiotensin-converting enzyme-2 (ACE2) also depends on the integrity of lipid rafts in the infected cell membrane and is disrupted by methyl-β-cyclodextrin [64]. It is likely that the newly described coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) causing the serious epidemic COVID-19, which also uses ACE2 as its receptor, also requires lipid rafts for cell entry [65].

The mature form of the major Aβ-degrading enzyme, neprilysin (NEP) was also found to be localised in lipid rafts [66, 67]. Although the list of lipid raft-associated proteins is fast growing, it is still far from being completed, and future research will undoubtedly reveal new members of this family.

In general, lipid rafts represent signalling platforms that bring together various components of the biological membranes determining cell specificity and functions. They include receptors, channels, recognition molecules, coupling factors and enzymes, facilitating their interaction and supporting cell signalling. Lipid rafts have been implicated in a variety of physiological and pathological processes. Among the beneficial processes in the nervous system it is important to name axonal growth and branching [68], which underlie neuronal plasticity. As demonstrated in cell models, raft disruption impedes axonogenesis [69]. Lipid rafts are also involved in the stabilisation and normal functioning of synapses [70]. Disruption of these important processes are observed in AD pathogenesis and normalization of brain lipid homeostasis with formation of functional lipid raft domains might represent a therapeutic avenue in AD prevention.

**AMYLOID PRECURSOR PROTEIN PROCESSING**

APP is a type I integral membrane protein which exists in three isoforms (APP695, APP751 and APP770), generated from differential splicing of exons 7 and 8 of the APP gene (for review see [71]). Exon 7 is homologous to the Kunitz type protease inhibitors (KPI domain) [72], while exon 8 is related to the thymocyte MRC OX-2 antigen [73]. APP695 lacks both KPI and OX-2 domains, while APP751 only lacks the OX-2 domain. In terms of distribution, APP mRNA is expressed in almost every tissue, where only the isoform ratio differs. The ratio of different APP isoform mRNAs in human cortex is approx APP770/APP751/APP695 = 1 : 10 : 20, although there are regional differences [74] which alter in the AD brains [75, 76]. In the neurones the APP695 isoform predominates [77].

The amyloidogenic APP processing (Fig. 1) which results in production of Aβ peptides of different length involves sequential cleavage of APP by β- and γ-secretases (for review see [78]). APP cleavage by β-secretase at two alternative sites (at Asp1 or at Glu11 of the Aβ sequence) leads to formation of either a 99 amino acid C-terminal fragment (CTF, C99) or a 89 amino acid CTF (C89) which can further be processed by γ-secretase. It also releases a large soluble ectodomain, sAPPβ, which possesses important physiological properties [79]. The predominant, non-amyloidogenic, pathway regulated by α-secretase cleavage within the Aβ domain of the APP molecule prevents formation of Aβ but produces the large, soluble ectodomain sAPPα possessing neuroprotective properties [79, 80] and
a 83 amino acid CTF (C83) which in turn undergoes proteolytic cleavage within the plasma membrane by the γ-secretase complex. Cleavage of CTFs by γ-secretase releases the APP C-terminal domain, AICD, and either Aβ (in the amyloidogenic pathway) or a shorter 3 kDa p3 fragment (in the non-amyloidogenic pathway). These p3 peptides are non-amyloidogenic but were found within diffuse plaques in AD brains [81]. Whether p3 has any functional role is still unclear. However, it was demonstrated that γ-secretase produces Aβ at a higher ratio than p3 peptides suggesting that β-CTFs and α-CTFs are differentially processed by γ-secretase [82]. APP can also undergo ε-cleavage producing a large N-terminal fragment which behaves as a type I protein and undergoes α-, β- and γ-secretase cleavages and forms the APP intracellular domain C50 [83]. This ε-cleavage resembles the
S3 Notch cleavage generating Notch intracellular domain NICD which has important gene regulatory functions [84]. Lipid raft composition plays an important role in regulating APP processing by all secretases, including the ε-cleavage [85].

APP LOCALISATION IN THE RAFTS

The data suggesting that APP processing is linked to the lipid rafts have been available for many years and were previously reviewed [86, 87]. Although APP itself is not generally a raft protein, a small proportion can be detected in lipid rafts [49]. Regulation of APP raft localisation has been suggested to involve an interaction between the C-terminus of APP and flotillin-1 [88] and flotillin-2 [47] although APP can also directly bind cholesterol in the rafts [89]. It has even been proposed that one of the physiological functions of APP and Aβ is to control cholesterol transport [90]. There are data suggesting that the adaptor protein Disabled1 (Dab1) regulates APP processing together with the glycoprotein reelin which promotes interaction of APP and Dab1 in lipid rafts and that this process involves phosphorylation by Fyn kinase [91]. On the contrary, binding of the F-box and leucine rich repeat protein2 (FBL2) – a component of the E3 ubiquitin ligase complex which regulates APP metabolism through APP ubiquitination, specifically to the C-terminal fragment of APP, decreased APP protein localization in lipid rafts [92].

APP trafficking to the lipid rafts can also be regulated by the low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein (LRP) which promotes the BACE1-APP interaction [93]. Another member of the low-density lipoprotein receptor family (LDL-R), namely ApoR2, stimulates Aβ production by shifting the proportion of APP from the non-rafts to the raft membrane domains, promoting its amyloidogenic processing [94]. It was also reported that 8–10% of APP can be palmitoylated at Cys186 and Cys187 in the E1-ectodomain which increases its preference for β-cleavage in lipid rafts [19]. Moreover, APP palmitoylation promotes its dimerization resulting in elevated BACE1-mediated cleavage [95].

Several cytoskeletal components and their binding partners together with the enzymes that regulate the cytoskeleton are localized to the lipid rafts promoting lateral diffusion of membrane lipids and proteins, including APP, in response to various extracellular signals (receptor activation, electrical conductance, oxygen and nutrient deprivation etc.) (for review see [96]).

LOCALISATION OF APP SECRETASES IN THE LIPID RAFTS

Taking into account the existence of two different pathways of APP processing (amyloidogenic and non-amyloidogenic) it was logical to suggest that APP can have two distinct pools in plasma membranes and that amyloidogenic processing might take place in the lipid rafts [15, 89]. Indeed, it was shown that the integrity and composition of lipid rafts, especially the presence of gangliosides, are crucial for Aβ production, aggregation and oligomerization [97–99]. Furthermore, the precise protein/lipid composition of the rafts was shown to influence the Aβ40/ Aβ42 ratio [100].

With regard to the enzymes processing APP via the amyloidogenic pathway it was shown that BACE1 can be palmitoylated at four C-terminal cysteine residues, which facilitates its raft localisation [101, 102]. On the contrary, treatment of cells with the BACE1 inhibitor KMI-574 resulted in relocation of BACE1 from lipid rafts to the non-raft membrane area. Moreover, proteolytically inactive mutants of BACE1 defective in glycosylation were also shifted from the lipid rafts to the non-raft areas, while a double mutant (D93A/D289A) localized exclusively in the non-raft membranes [103]. When BACE1 was specifically targeted to lipid rafts via GPI-anchoring the production of Aβ was increased which testified to enhanced amyloidogenic APP processing [16]. Later it was confirmed that wild type BACE1 cleaves APP at two sites (β and β’ sites) producing full length and N-terminally truncated Aβ whereas GPI-anchorage of the enzyme increases production of the full length Aβ [104].
It is important to mention that one of the lipid-raft associated proteins, namely the GPI-anchored prion protein (PrPc) plays an important role in APP processing via inhibiting BACE1 activity [105]. Interaction of the N-terminal region of PrPc with glycosaminoglycans in the rafts results in decreased BACE1 presence at the cell surface and in endosomes where it preferentially cleaves wild type APP but increased in the Golgi where it preferentially cleaves APP with the Swedish mutation (APP<sub>swe</sub>) responsible for the early-onset AD [105]. Because there was no effect of PrPc deficit on processing of APP<sub>swe</sub> it was suggested that PrPc may be a key protective player against sporadic AD [106].

Apart from β-secretase, lipid rafts also harbour the main subunits of the γ-secretase complex, namely PS1-derived fragments, mature nicastrin, APH-1 and PEN-2 [51, 107]. S-palmitoylation of nicastrin and APH-1 plays an important role in localization and stability of the γ-secretase complex within the rafts although not modulating its activity [108]. On the contrary, caveolin-1 was shown to be an important regulator of γ-secretase distribution and activity [109]. However, γ-secretase activity and Aβ generation in the membranes to a great extent depends on the cholesterol levels in rafts since treating cells with AY9944, which blocks the last step of cholesterol biosynthesis, reduced γ-secretase activity and Aβ generation [110]. Interestingly, PS1 was shown to induce lipid raft formation since brain membranes from mice expressing wild-type PS1 were less fluid and contained higher cholesterol and sphingomyelin levels [111]. Genome-wide functional analysis has identified a novel modulator of γ-secretase, named OCIAD2 (ovarian cancer immunoreactive antigen domain containing 2), that stimulates Aβ production via facilitating the formation of an active γ-secretase complex and enhancing its localization to lipid rafts [112]. Although the functional role of such regulatory molecules in APP homeostasis is as yet unknown, it clearly demonstrates that cells might possess a variety of mechanisms affecting γ-secretase activity in relation to lipid rafts.

Unlike β- and γ-secretases which are clearly linked to lipid rafts, the enzymes possessing α-secretase activity, mainly ADAM10 and ADAM17, are believed to be located in non-raft membrane compartments where they participate in shedding of various membrane proteins [17]. However, targeting ADAM10 to lipid rafts by expressing its GPI-anchored variant was found to reduce APP processing by β-secretases clearly indicating that the two opposing enzymes might compete for the APP molecules within the rafts [53]. On the other hand, ADAM10 is regulated by tetraspanins. In particular, TSPAN12 is associated with ADAM10 but not with ADAM17 and overexpression of TSPAN12 in SH-SY5Y cells was shown to enhance non-amyloidogenic processing of APP [113]. More recently it was confirmed that ADAM10 interacts directly with all members of the TspanC8 subgroup of tetraspanins which all regulate ADAM10 exit from the endoplasmic reticulum, but differentially regulate its subsequent trafficking and activity [114]. However, tetraspanins also regulate γ-secretase activity [115] and as such the fate of APP metabolism might depend on a very intricate balance in the localisation of the enzymes and substrate in the cellular membranes.

APP processing in the lipid rafts not only facilitates interactions between APP and BACE1 but also promotes APP endocytosis. This process is APP isoform-dependent and the neuronal APP<sub>693</sub> isoform is mostly processed via the β-secretase pathway while APP<sub>751</sub> and APP<sub>770</sub> mainly undergo α-secretase cleavage [116]. There is an alternative trafficking route by which APP can bypass endosomes and be transported directly to the lysosomes. This, though, does not occur with either APP<sub>swe</sub> or APP<sub>London</sub> variants suggesting that these mutations increase the chance of the molecules being processed in the lipid rafts [117]. Regulation of APP intracellular trafficking also depends on its interaction with sortilin both at the N- and C-terminal regions. In sortilin knockout mice APP has decreased lysosomal distribution and is increased in lipid rafts [118]. Interestingly, defects in phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PI3P) synthesis due to disruption of its synthesizing enzyme PI 3-kinase Vps34 impairs not only autophagy, lysosomal degradation and lipid metabolism but also
results in secretion of unique exosomes enriched with APP-CTFs, specific sphingolipids and phospholipid bis(monoacylglycerol)phosphate, which normally reside in endolysosomes [119]. Moreover, it was shown that in AD-mice purified exosomes were enriched in APP-CTFs as compared to control brains. Furthermore, γ-secretase inhibition resulted in APP-CTF oligomerization by preventing C99 proteolysis and led to accumulation of exosomes containing oligomeric APP-CTFs [120]. Future studies should evaluate whether these disease-associated APP-CTFs- or Aβ-enriched exosomes can be related to the progression and spreading of AD pathology [121].

LIPID RAFTS AND THE AMYLOID PRECURSOR PROTEIN INTRACELLULAR DOMAIN (AICD)

In recent years studies of the physiological role of the C-terminal fragments of APP have received significant attention due to the fact that the peptide released from APP by γ-secretase, namely called AICD, can act as a transcription factor (for review see [122]). The initial controversy in AICD studies, which was due to the utilisation of different cell types expressing different APP isoforms and to the very short half-life of the peptide, have been overcome when several groups have demonstrated that AICD can upregulate expression of the amyloid-degrading enzyme neprilysin (NEP) [123, 124]. This process is APP isoform- and neuronal cell-specific and depends on the integrity of lipid rafts. Moreover, transcriptionally active AICD is formed only in the amyloidogenic APP processing pathway which suggests an intrinsic feed-back mechanism for Aβ removal [116]. It was later shown that AICD regulates transcription of several target genes [125, 126] including a transport protein transthyretin [127]. Moreover, there are data that AICD can also regulate APP and BACE1 [128] and lipid metabolism [129]. In particular, AICD regulates expression of serine-palmitoyl transferase and sphingolipid synthesis and, in turn, controls lipid raft composition and APP processing [130]. AICD suppresses the expression of the major lipoprotein receptor LR1 gene and as such affects apoE/cholesterol metabolism [131].

Importantly, NEP can also be associated with lipid rafts, e.g. in ectopeptidase-rich membrane microdomains in human synoviocytes [66]. Sato and colleagues have suggested that cholesterol and other lipids regulate translocation of NEP to the rafts where its substrate Aβ accumulates. However, this does not modulate the protease activity of NEP itself [67]. However, only the mature, fully glycosylated form of NEP preferentially in dimerised form and in association with phosphatidylserine was observed in the lipid rafts [132]. Studying subcellular distribution and amyloid-degrading activity of NEP these authors also suggested that localisation of the enzyme in different intracellular compartments may provide overall neuronal clearance of Aβ. Another Aβ-degrading enzyme, namely insulin-degrading enzyme (IDE), although primarily a cytosolic protein, can also be associated with lipid rafts increasing the capacity of the cells to catabolize Aβ [133].

LIPIDS RAFTS IN THE AD BRAIN

Apart from Aβ production and clearance, lipid rafts underlie many cellular processes which can be disrupted due to impaired lipid metabolism. Lipid composition and properties are changing in response to various factors including environmental conditions (temperature, air pressure, oxygen content), nutritional changes, infections, gut microbiota, etc. In this regard it is important to commemorate works of the late academicians Eugene M. Kreps (1899–1985) who was the pioneer and one of the founders of lipid research in Russia and who, using an evolutionary and comparative approach, has significantly enriched our knowledge of brain lipids and their functions especially the changes they undergo under pathological conditions (for review see [134]).

The data on the role of lipid rafts in AD pathogenesis accumulated over more than two decades provide strong indication that changes in lipid metabolism have an underlying role
in the disease pathogenesis. A recent mathematical modelling study has shown a correlation between the changes in lipid composition and physicochemical properties of raft-like membranes. The authors have indicated that the size of the rafts and lipid mobility in the non-raft membrane increases during age and these are accelerated in the transgenic mouse model of AD [135]. These changes in lipid composition can lead to aberrant protein aggregation resulting in accumulation of toxic peptide species, including Aβ, and neurodegeneration (for review see [136]). Recent studies have demonstrated that perturbations in sphingolipid metabolism are consistently associated with preclinical and prodromal forms of AD and that sphingolipids might serve as biomarkers for early AD [137]. Below we discuss how the changes in the major lipid raft components can result in AD pathogenesis.

*Sphingomyelin*

Sphingomyelin (SM) is one the major components of lipid rafts with SM-SM hydrogen bonds contributing to the formation of ordered membrane regions, which stabilize the temporal clusters of signalling proteins and their signalling pathways [138]. SM with its metabolites themselves act as important second messengers in various signal transduction events during cell differentiation, development, the immune response and adaptation of the organism [139–141]. SM is important for the activity of various types of receptors, e.g. α7 nicotinic receptor, NMDA receptors, neurotrophic tyrosine kinase receptor type 2, serotonin1A receptor, the urokinase receptor (uPAR) (for review see [18]). Moreover, Aβ and PrP have a common SM-recognition site which supports an important role of lipid rafts in the pathogenesis of AD, HIV-1 and prion disease [142].

There are well documented studies that lipid metabolism, and in particular that of sphingolipids, undergoes significant changes both in the normally ageing brain and especially in AD pathology. By comparing levels of over 800 lipid species in AD brains by shotgun lipidomics it was demonstrated that levels of SM were decreased, and ceramide levels increased, in the affected brains which might be explained by the AD-related activation of SMase which results in increased SM hydrolysis and ceramide production [143]. Activation of SMase was shown to depend on accumulation of Aβ, and especially of its most toxic form, Aβ42 [144], or its fibrils [145]. Because SMase-related changes in SM metabolism takes place early in AD it can lead to disruption of protein-lipid interaction and downstream signalling pathways [146]. In particular, changes in the balance of the activity of the major enzymes of SM synthesis and degradation can result in perturbation of the levels of ceramide, which is involved in the processes of cell proliferation and apoptosis and as such lead to the compromised homeostasis in the brain which is observed in AD [147]. Elevated levels of SM synthase 1 and SM in AD brains have been reported to increase BACE1 activity while inhibition or knockdown of this enzyme resulted in lysosomal degradation of BACE1 attenuating AD-like pathology in mice [148]. Another enzyme of SM metabolism, namely neutral sphingomyelinase smpd3, which has mostly neuronal expression in the brain but still not with clear function, was shown to play an important role in lipid bilayer remodelling. Its deficiency results in accumulation of the neurotoxic Aβ and phosphorylated tau with accompanying neuropathology and cognitive deficit characteristic to the AD pathology [149].

The contents of ceramide, SM and sulfatide were found to correlate with age in the hippocampus of males, while sphingosine and sphingosine-1-phosphate correlated inversely with age in females. This supports the existence of gender-specific differences in sphingolipid metabolism in the ageing human brain and explains the increased risk of AD development in women since S1P levels contribute significantly to neurodegeneration in the ageing brain [150].
The role of gangliosides, sialic acid containing glycosphingolipids, in lipid rafts and brain functions have been recently extensively reviewed in [26]. Knockout of various classes of gangliosides was shown to lead to accelerated neurodegeneration and AD-like pathology [151]. With ageing, and especially in AD, the content of ganglioside decreases significantly in different brain structures, and particularly in the areas of AD pathology [152, 153]. With regard to the ganglioside composition, the aged brain had lower levels of gangliosides of the ganglio-series (GT1b, GD1b, GD1a, GM1) with the statistically significant decrease mainly in the frontal cortex, temporal cortex and white matter [154]. However, in the aged frontal and parietal cortex elevated levels of simple gangliosides (GM2, GM3, GM4, GD3) have been reported [154]. In the AD brain the decreased content of gangliosides of the ganglio-series correlated with degeneration of cortical neurons while elevation of simple gangliosides in the frontal and parietal cortex might be related to accelerated degradation of gangliosides during neuronal death [154]. More recent analysis of lipid rafts from the frontal cortex (representing early stages) and the temporal cortex (representing later stages of AD pathology) has revealed that AD brains contained a significantly higher level of GM1 and GM2 in lipid rafts than matching age controls [155]. Gangliosides were also shown to accumulate in the senile plaques in AD brains [156]. Lipidomic analysis by chromatography-mass spectrometry has revealed elevated levels of diacylglycerol and sphingolipids in the prefrontal cortex of AD patients. Moreover, in the AD entorhinal cortex there were increased levels of lysobisphosphatidic acid, sphingomyelin, GM3 and cholesterol esters [157]. Recently, fluorescent probes allowing analysis of the dynamic behaviour of gangliosides in living cells have been developed and their use has revealed that GPI-anchored receptors and gangliosides interact in a cholesterol-dependent manner [158]. This approach will allow researchers to extend the analysis of ganglioside dynamics in AD-affected membranes.

The link of gangliosides with AD pathology has been mostly related to their role in GM1-induced aggregation of Aβ peptide (for review see [159]). Aβ shows high affinity for GM1 and its N-terminal region interacts with GM1 membrane clusters through hydrogen bonds and electrostatic interactions [160]. It was also suggested that cholesterol may facilitate GM1 clustering in the membranes [161] although depletion of cholesterol by MβCD did not have an effect on Aβ oligomerisation [110]. Analysis of the role of lipid raft proteins in Aβ aggregation has confirmed that they do not play a significant role in this process since treatment with protease K or SDS did not affect the capacity of lipid rafts to facilitate aggregation of Aβ [110]. However, lipid rafts from ganglioside-rich cells were able to induce Aβ aggregation more potently than ganglioside-poor cells [110] (Fig. 2).

GM1 also affects APP processing in cell cultures by inhibiting α-secretase cleavage [162]. Moreover, Aβ1-40 oligomers were shown to activate APP amyloidogenic processing by complexing with GM1 ganglioside and stimulating their own production [163]. Age-and AD-dependent increase in GM1 in the lipid rafts was shown to be more pronounced in the brain of transgenic mice overexpressing ApoE4 [164].

The mechanisms linking gangliosides with AD was shown to involve inhibition of GD3-synthase (GD3S, the key-enzyme converting a-series to major brain b-series gangliosides) by Aβ and down-regulation of GD3S expression by AICD [165]. The authors suggested that changes in the properties of lipid rafts containing different amounts of GM3 or GD3 gangliosides might modulate activity of the amyloidogenic β- and γ-secretases leading to increased production of Aβ.

Because different species of gangliosides have different impact on the integrity and properties of neuronal membranes, designing any strategy to prevent AD by altering their metabolism needs to be treated with a certain degree of caution. Despite the established role in Aβ toxicity, treatment of AD patients with GM1 was shown to halt progression of cognitive decline and improve motor performance [166]. Various studies have demonstrat-
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A potential of GM1 administration in reducing Aβ load in AD patients [153] either by activation of its clearance by autophagy [167] or by promoting Aβ elimination by microglia via intracerebrally administered exosomes carrying surface gangliosides [168]. Peripheral administration of GM1 for prevention of Aβ aggregation in the brain via reducing peripheral/brain dynamics of Aβ was also shown to be effective [169]. However, such strategies need to take into account the antigenic properties of gangliosides which might provoke some side-effects of GM1 administration [170]. Although clinical application of gangliosides, and especially of GM1, in AD (for review see [171]) is still far from being well substantiated further studies in the field might find some appropriate therapeutic venues for these multifunctional natural compounds.

Cholesterol

The role of cholesterol and its metabolism in lipid rafts and AD has been extensively studied and reviewed in [136, 172]. The levels of cholesterol and its precursors were found to be elevated in AD patients although other groups reported lower levels of cholesterol in AD brains [173]. Familial AD-associated PS1 ΔE9 mutation was shown to upregulate total cholesterol levels and increase localization of APP in lipid rafts [174]. However, quantification of global cholesterol levels in the brain does not necessarily correlate with the amount and distribution of lipid rafts in neuronal cells [175].

Fig. 2. Role of ganglioside GM1 and lipid rafts in Aβ oligomer formation.

Due to its very high ability for aggregation, Aβ forms dimers, trimers and oligomers of higher levels which are toxic to cells and cause neuronal death leading to AD pathology. Formation of amyloid plaques from Aβ aggregates in complex with other proteins is a hallmark of AD. Formation of toxic amyloid oligomers is initiated in the plasma membrane and depends on the ratio of Aβ/GM1.
High cholesterol levels were found to increase lipid raft abundance and Aβ formation [15] while low cholesterol levels resulted in up-regulation of the α-secretase activity [176]. Because cholesterol is integral for lipid raft formation, its depletion subsequently leads to raft disruption and reduction in Aβ production [16, 110]. Cholesterol has been shown to bind the C99 fragment of APP promoting Aβ production [89] and increased levels of Aβ, in turn, can change cholesterol homeostasis in the Golgi and plasma membrane [177]. And, as already discussed above, Aβ aggregation was shown to be cholesterol dependent [161]. From the biophysical point of view, increased cholesterol content in the membrane facilitates insertion of Aβ into the plasma membrane distorting membrane integrity [178]. Aβ can, as a component of lipoprotein complexes, affect cholesterol transport [179]. It was also shown to inhibit the key enzyme of cholesterol biosynthesis, hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA reductase [146]. Following this, the APP intracellular domain AICD was found to regulate cholesterol levels via LRPI [180].

Despite a significant amount of data on the links between cholesterol levels and AD pathogenesis they are still rather inconclusive for using cholesterol as a marker of cognitive decline in AD [181].

**LIPID-RAFT RELATED THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES IN AD**

The most developed drugs based on cholesterol metabolism are statins which inhibit HMG CoA reductase, a key enzyme of cholesterol biosynthesis. The current state of the field and problems have been recently discussed and the role of statins has been reviewed [21]. The authors point out that despite high scientific quality of the studies the overall results did not reveal significant efficacy between statins and placebo treatment for AD. This might be because physiological effects of statins are not solely related to inhibition of cholesterol biosynthesis but include perturbation of other mevalonate-dependent pathways such as protein prenylation which plays a certain role in AD pathogenesis [182]. On the other hand, cholesterol metabolic pathways in the brain are autonomous from the systemic ones and the blood-brain barrier penetration of different statins might vary [183]. Unlike cholesterol, oxidized cholesterol metabolites, namely oxysterols, can cross the blood brain barrier from the circulation. These oxysterols and their metabolising enzymes are altered in AD brains which opens new avenues for designing disease modifying therapeutic approaches [20].

Nevertheless, a significant number of in vitro and in vivo studies have shown positive effects of statins on AD pathogenetic mechanisms. Thus, treatment of brain capillary endothelial cells with simvastatin markedly reduced Aβ uptake and cell-associated Aβ oligomers [184]. Fluvastatin was shown to increase lysosomal degradation of APP C-terminal fragments and facilitate Aβ clearance [185], while lovastatin increased α-secretase cleavage of APP [176]. In AD transgenic mice bryostatin-1 was shown to significantly increase levels of sAPPα and reduce Aβ peptide levels resulting in improved cognitive behaviour [186, 187]. Another statin, rosuvastatin, was found to alter gene expression of the γ-secretase complex without affecting its enzyme activity [188]. These experimental data clearly demonstrate a potential therapeutic value of statins in preventing AD pathogenesis, but further studies are required to ratify their efficacy in humans.

With regard to designing therapeutic strategies based on utilisation of sphingolipid compounds, the application of nanoparticles based on GM1-rHDL, which have high binding affinity to Aβ, was shown to facilitate Aβ degradation by microglia with subsequent increased Aβ efflux across the brain-blood barrier [189].

Taking into account that lipid rafts are an integral part of the plasma membrane consisting of a phospholipid moiety, it is important to bear in mind that this class of lipids have significant variability of molecular species allowing them to maintain membrane fluidity due to the changeable fatty acid composition [190]. Manipulating lipid membrane components with diet, including unsaturated fatty acids, is one of the approaches to prevent AD...
There is convincing evidence that supplementation of docosahexaenoic acid could prevent disturbances in membrane structure with ageing and prevent cognitive decline [192]. An alternative approach for maintaining healthy cholesterol levels and reducing Aβ generation might be physical exercise as shown in treadmill experiments in AD transgenic mice [193].

**Concluding remarks**

Future progress in lipid research especially with development of clinical lipidomic approaches and technologies [143] will bring new extension to lipid raft research by characterizing lipid profiles, pathways and networks in isolated cells, tissue biopsy or body fluids of patients [194]. Combined with clinical proteomic and genomic data this will reveal further the role of lipid metabolism in AD pathogenesis in relation to amyloid-induced membrane damage [195]. The discovery of the role of lipid rafts in production of the functionally active transcriptional regulator AICD, which regulates expression of a variety of neuronal genes [124, 127, 165], suggests that any new therapeutic approaches aimed at modification of lipid raft components should be treated with caution. The multifunctional role of lipids, their structural variability and adaptive potential are of great importance for normal functions of cells and organisms and any advance in their research will be beneficial not only for clinical application but mostly for general science. The view on the fundamental role of lipids in cellular membranes and brain functions advocated by academician Eugene M. Kreps in the second half of the last century has reached new horizons and opened new perspectives in our current research.
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